
 

 

Forge Update – January 15, 2019 

Forge Update: Banking System Integration, ISO and API’s 

Central 1 is committed to establishing a collaborative and open digital banking platform that accelerates and 

delivers value and innovation for our clients. Forge has been designed with our clients in mind, providing the 

speed, agility, flexibility and performance to meet our clients’ needs today and in the future.  

ISO and APIs 

We are proactively engaging with banking system providers to progress towards modern API integration, and 

in parallel, minimizing any potential barriers to enable transition onto the platform today using ISO 8583 

messages. 

The Forge API and ISO strategy is two-pronged.  

1. To ensure our clients have access to Forge as quickly as possible, right now Central 1 is leveraging the 

existing ISO 8583 messaging service bus.  

2. In parallel, Central 1 is actively working with our partners, like the CAG/Alliance and Fiserv, to 

progressively replace ISO 8583 messages in favour of native core banking APIs.  

What this means is that we have built Forge to connect with both APIs and ISO messaging. The benefit for our 

clients is the ability to use Forge now and also look to adopt new and innovative APIs in the future. 

Which banking system hosts are compatible today? 

Forge is compatible with hosts that use ISO 8583 such as Temenos T4, Ovation, Wealthview, Fiserv DNA, 

RFS, Universa, Infonancial, Portfolio Plus, and Smart. It is also compatible with industry-standard RESTful 

core banking system APIs using JSON schemas.  

What does this mean for your banking host? 

Ultimately, the decision to develop API capability is for the banking host to decide; however, we believe this is 

the right path to fully realize the benefits of the Forge platform. API development is already underway with 

CAG/Alliance and FiServe and we anticipate engaging with other banking system hosts in early 2019.  

How can you enhance your ISO experience on Forge? 

While we can connect to a variety of banking system hosts today, banking systems can modify the ISO 

messaging to enhance the connection for a faster, more responsive user experience during member login, 

transaction loading and search functions within the Forge platform. 

This is possible, because our partner, Backbase has created a DBS (digital banking services). DBS provides a 

data persistence layer that can store banking host transactions outside of the core banking system, providing a 

faster experience. Helping you choose the right path for your organization is our priority. If the DBS is of 

interest to you, speak with your banking system provider and Central 1 to begin those discussions today. 
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What’s next? 

Stay tuned for more details on our approach to API development. And, if you have questions about this or 

other Forge topics, please speak with your Relationship Manager.  

We look forward to connecting with you again soon, 

 

Henrique Godinho 
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